Villa Sol en la Esquina | Kaya Barcadera, El Pueblo 13 &
14, Barcadera
US$ 250 Starting at, per night
Please contact us for the up to date availability of this beautiful villa!
Barcadera - 4 Bedrooms - 3 Baths - Swimming Pool
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Real Estate information
Neighborhood

Barcadera
Villa Sol en la Esquina |

Address

Kaya Barcadera, El Pueblo
13 & 14

Bedrooms

4

Bathrooms

3

Swimming Pool
Sundeck
Air Conditioning in bedrooms

All prices are exclusive of 15% service charge and
exclusive of US$ 5.50 tourist tax per person, per
night.
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Features
Villa Sol en la Esquina is located on a cliff at the beginning of the Scenic road, contains a gorgeous view over the
clear water of the Caribbean Sea and allows you to rent it with up to 9 guests, because of the side house. Both
the main and side house are designed in a Mexican 'Adobe' style. This, together with the large lot and tropical
gardens reflects a soothing feeling. Enjoy the villa during the day time by relaxing at, or in your private pool and
maintain this vibe after sunset underneath the stars on the roof terraces.
Feel the spaciousness indoors because of the sliding and accordion doors, which also contribute to a seamless
transition between the stylish furnishing and unspoiled nature. The wide covered terraces will ensure the
cosiness during your dinner, which can be prepared in the large and fully-equipped kitchen. The palapa, located
in front of the pool, contains panoramic sea views which is perfect for rounding off your day on a tropical island.
The villa has got you covered for your good night's rest, thanks to the comfortable beds and air conditioning in
every bedroom.
The large TV and high-speed Wifi connection offer you facilitation for plenty of entertainment and contact with
the outside world. In case you would like to get into contact locally; downtown Kralendijk, the capital of Bonaire,
is only a 10-minute drive away and contains plenty of restaurants and bars, from haute cuisine to local
surprises.
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Sunbelt Services
Included in your vacation rental:

■

Transfer from and to Flamingo airport,

■

Water and electricity, normal usage,

■

WIFI,

■

Pool cleaning once a week,

■

Midweek and final cleaning,

■

Property manager at your service 24/7,

■

Complimentary Bonaire Goodiebag upon arrival.

Ask for our grocery service and start your vacation with a full fridge!
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